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		blargh — less rough complete draft or some such

	I used to consider myself like my brother, a man of fog. Growing up in Berkeley, it was always convenient for me to tell myself that I loved the frequently overcast sky. During the occasional heat wave, I would become dehydrated quickly and be with headache until next I slept. During the occasional trip to some place warmer, I would often spend at least one day in misery. The sun and its heat were not welcome to me. For fourteen years, I thought that rain and fog were ideal and that nothing could suit me better than their everlasting presence.
	In early 2005, my mind was laid in shambles by the beauty of a TV show that would change the way I looked at the world—AIR. On the surface, AIR was a cheesy romance story filled whimsicalities, conveniences, and impossibilities, but underneath that lurked a setting rich in atmospheric appeal. Set in rural Japan in the middle of a scorching summer, the action takes place amidst the crying of cicadas. Symbols of summer are plentiful: the breaking of watermelons, the consumption of nagashi soumen, the presence of mosquitoes. A soundtrack that couples droning string instruments with simple piano melodies accompanies the masterful camera work and makes the sunshine, birds and trees seem almost tangible. Despite my qualms with the sun and overabundant heat, I nonetheless found myself contemplating existing in the place portrayed by AIR. A walk through some vibrant field of tall grass, the sun beating down on me, became appealing. Instead of thinking on the cold winds and dense fog that I thought I loved, I longed to be in a place where I could soak in the sun's warmth and listen to the sound of nearby water.
	The opportunity came later that year in July. My father decided that Lake Tahoe was the place to go for a weekend of relaxation. Though we would be staying in a casino in Stateline, the Nevada side of South Lake Tahoe, I looked forward to the trip due to the promise of warmth. As we approached the lake, passing Bishop Tuff and forested creeks, I turned to the sky and saw a blue that never hangs over my home. Littering the  otherwise pure azure expanse were clouds, clouds blindingly white in comparison to the gray wool that dots the Bay Area sky. Listening to a track from AIR's soundtrack, I realized something as our car sped down the road towards Stateline. The summer sky, the main stronghold of AIR's beauty, was not fictional. It was still mid-afternoon then. By the end of the day, having loitered on the nearby Nevada Beach, I had secured the knowledge that Lake Tahoe was my heaven on earth. The gentle tunes of AIR in my mind and the soft splash of the lake's waters in my ear, I lay upon the sand, gazing up at the pines and the blue backdrop behind them. Three days in a row, I revisited that beach, basking in the sun that had previously meant nothing but headache to me. A beauty I had previously thought only to exist in fiction was real, it was tangible, and I was touching it. Watching the sunlight dance on the surface of Tahoe's deep blue waters, I understood that somehow, that beauty was within my reach. On the road home, I bemoaned what seemed a premature end to the highlight of my life. 
	In 2006, I returned to that same beach. Four more times, I lived long days of sunlight filtering through pine tree, chipmunk running from brush to brush upon hot sand, and soft breeze catching hair and sleeve. Four more times, I watched as boats zipped past on the sparkling waters. Four more times, I collapsed happily onto my bed in the evening, exhausted with joy. This trip, we went on more hikes, and did a greater variety of things. I paid more attention to every detail, every technicolor meadow we drove by, every small bird we witnessed darting from one tree to another, every glimmer of sunlight on the water we admired, every smooth white stone we passed, every green-gray bush we stepped over, every path fork we didn't take, every cloud in the sky we walked beneath. I was in love with the colors. Despite the fact that I loathe Casinos, I found them harmless in Stateline, in that place surrounded by things I love. In that place, surrounded by lush greenery, blue waters, bluer sky, and purple meadows, I felt untouchable by any of the woes of the world, save for perhaps time. 
	One of those whimsicalities of AIR is its interpretation of time. Set in the "1000th Summer" in an ever-repeating cycle, it is able to completely ignore the fact that the other three seasons exist. I can not. My place of comfort and joy isn't merely Tahoe—it's Tahoe in summertime. The joy is derived from being in the midst of the beauty of summer scenery, a beauty that echoes that of AIR. While AIR's beauty is permanent, always on hand, the white clouds I saw, the shining water I was dazzled by, and the warmth I felt were all temporary. In the wintertime, it snows around Lake Tahoe. The beauty of summer is, in reality, fleeting. It repeats every year to some extent, but no one captured moment is the same. We are unable to live in a place of eternal sunshine, wave, and breeze just as we are unable to live in eternal daylight.
	conclusion of sorts. ? I know this is supposed to be a complete draft! But I'm not sure whether the above concludes, and if it does, then that's my conclusion. I'm not sure what else I could write...

